The valuation of crypto-assets

Minds made for shaping financial services

Financial reporting:
We observe that tokens are frequently allocated to employees and advisors as (deferred) consideration for services rendered, before they become exchangeable or before they achieve any meaningful level of liquidity. The fair presentation of such expenses in the issuer's income statement thus requires valuation.

Taxation:
There are tax implications to both the issuer and receiver arising from the issuance of such tokens. Furthermore, we understand that many issuers and holders of crypto-assets are either contemplating or are in the process of altering their legal entity structure in order to resolve historical inefficiencies, relocate, or respond to regulatory changes. This may require transfer pricing considerations or the valuation of illiquid tokens being transferred among entities.

Investment considerations:
Investors in ICOs tend to emphasize qualitative considerations in their investment decision-making, paying underlying economic relationships, and therefore value drivers, involved. In this publication, we discuss the key underlying principles and considerations for the valuation of crypto-assets. There is a healthy degree of skepticism when it comes to the ability to apply traditional valuation techniques to crypto-assets. This has been heightened over the past year in light of the extreme volatility of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. In August 2018, The Economist magazine's Technology Quarterly stated that "there is no sensible way to reach any particular valuation" for cryptocurrencies. We beg to differ: in our view, a focus on determining fundamental value, based on traditional valuation techniques and principles, remains appropriate and applicable to these assets. Such techniques should consider the inherent volatility or riskiness of these assets, and are never more important than in times when market exuberance (and the base emotions of greed and fear) drive pricing.

There are also practical reasons for performing valuations. From our conversations with clients, regulatory authorities, ICO issuers and market participants, we note three key drivers of the need for a rigorous approach to crypto-asset valuation:

- Financial reporting
- Taxation
- Investment considerations

In 2018, price volatility increased and the pricing "bubble" in crypto-asset markets deflated, most notably in the case of bitcoin, which saw its price drop from approximately US$20,000 in December 2017 to under US$6,500 by June 2018.

ICO funding was strong in the first half of 2018, with approximately US$12.0b raised; however, the market slowed sharply in the second half. Given their median size of about US$10m to US$12m, ICOs have attracted interest as a funding mechanism for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), with the European Commission (EC) noting the potential for ICOs to be regulated under a future version of its proposed harmonized crowdfunding regime. Regulators in other jurisdictions are similarly evaluating ways to incorporate ICO funding into their regulatory frameworks.

In our first publication addressing crypto-assets from an accounting and finance perspective, IFRS (#) Accounting for crypto-assets, we described a number of key fact patterns and set out a taxonomy of crypto-assets, including cryptocurrencies, utility or miniature autocratic government (MAG) tokens, and security tokens. We highlighted the potential for both the frequently misused term "cryptocurrencies," and the parallels drawn between ICOs and IPOs to mislabel the little to no attention to quantitative analysis. As noted in our recent regulatory publication, Life of a coin: shaping the future of crypto-asset capital markets, ICO white papers tend to contain poor disclosures in relation to the assumptions used to price the tokens issued, often resulting in questionable valuations. This is a hindrance to market efficiency.

Similarly, individuals transacting for tokens—whether for services rendered to the issuer or as an ecosystem participant—are advised to undertake a logical calculation of the value of the token relative to goods or services exchanged, and to consider the supply and demand dynamics of the underlying token economy. We draw attention to the fact that each of these valuation purposes may require a different basis of value, which will influence the judgment regarding the most appropriate valuation method to be adopted.
When the financial services industry works well, it creates growth, prosperity and peace of mind for hundreds of millions of people. No other industry touches so many lives or shapes so many futures.

At EY Financial Services, we share a single focus – to build a better financial services industry, not just for now, but for the future.

We train and nurture our inclusive teams to develop minds that can transform, shape and innovate financial services. Our professionals come together from different backgrounds and walks of life to apply their skills and insights to ask better questions. It’s these better questions that lead to better answers, benefiting our clients, their clients and the wider community. Our minds are made for shaping financial services. It’s how we play our part in building a better working world.
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Financial reporting: We observe that tokens are frequently allocated to employees and advisors as (deferred) consideration for services rendered, before they become exchangeable or before they achieve any meaningful level of liquidity. The fair presentation of such expenses in the issuer’s income statement thus requires valuation.

Taxation: There are tax implications to both the issuer and receiver arising from the issuance of such tokens. Furthermore, we understand that many issuers and holders of crypto-assets are either contemplating or are in the process of altering their legal entity structure in order to resolve historical inefficiencies, relocate, or respond to regulatory changes. This may require transfer pricing considerations or the valuation of illiquid tokens being transferred among entities.

Investment considerations: Investors in ICOs tend to emphasize qualitative considerations in their investment decision-making, paying underlying economic relationships, and therefore value drivers, involved. In this publication, we discuss the key underlying principles and considerations for the valuation of crypto-assets. There is a healthy degree of skepticism when it comes to the ability to apply traditional valuation techniques to crypto-assets. This has been heightened over the past year in light of the extreme volatility of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. In August 2018, The Economist magazine’s Technology Quarterly stated that “there is no sensible way to reach any particular valuation” for cryptocurrencies. We beg to differ: in our view, a focus on determining fundamental value, based on traditional valuation techniques and principles, remains appropriate and applicable to these assets. Such techniques should consider the inherent volatility or riskiness of these assets, and are never more important than in times when market exuberance (and the base emotions of greed and fear) drive pricing.

There are also practical reasons for performing valuations. From our conversations with clients, regulatory authorities, ICO issuers and market participants, we note three key drivers of the need for a rigorous approach to crypto-asset valuation: financial reporting, taxation and investment considerations.
Financial reporting:
We observe that tokens are frequently allocated to employees and advisors as (deferred) consideration for services rendered, before they become exchangeable or before they achieve any meaningful level of liquidity. The fair presentation of such expenses in the issuer’s income statement thus requires valuation.

Taxation:
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Investment considerations:

• Investors in ICOs tend to emphasize qualitative considerations in their investment decision-making, paying underlying economic relationships, and therefore value drivers, involved. In this publication, we discuss the key underlying principles and considerations for the valuation of crypto-assets. There is a healthy degree of skepticism when it comes to the ability to apply traditional valuation techniques to crypto-assets. This has been heightened over the past year in light of the extreme volatility of bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. In August 2018, The Economist magazine’s Technology Quarterly stated that “there is no sensible way to reach any particular valuation” for cryptocurrencies.3.6 We beg to differ: in our view, a focus on determining fundamental value, based on traditional valuation techniques and principles, remains appropriate and applicable to these assets. Such techniques should consider the inherent volatility or riskiness of these assets, and are never more important than in times when market exuberance (and the base emotions of greed and fear) drive pricing.
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Financial reporting: We observe that tokens are frequently allocated to employees and advisors as (deferred) consideration for services rendered, before they become exchangeable or before they achieve any meaningful level of liquidity. The fair presentation of such expenses in the issuer’s income statement thus requires valuation.

Taxation: There are tax implications to both the issuer and receiver arising from the issuance of such tokens. Furthermore, we understand that many issuers and holders of crypto-assets are either contemplating or are in the process of altering their legal entity structure in order to resolve historical inefficiencies, relocate, or respond to regulatory changes. This may require transfer pricing considerations or the valuation of illiquid tokens being transferred among entities.

Investment considerations:
- Investors in ICOs tend to emphasize qualitative considerations in their investment decision-making, paying little to no attention to quantitative analysis. As noted in our recent regulatory publication, Life of a coin: shaping the future of crypto-asset capital markets, ICO white papers tend to contain poor disclosures in relation to the assumptions used to price the tokens issued, often resulting in questionable valuations. This is a hindrance to market efficiency.
- Similarly, individuals transacting for tokens — whether for services rendered to the issuer or as an ecosystem participant — are advised to undertake a logical calculation of the value of the token relative to goods or services exchanged, and to consider the supply and demand dynamics of the underlying token economy.

We draw attention to the fact that each of these valuation purposes may require a different basis of value, which will influence the judgment regarding the most appropriate valuation method to be adopted.
Valuation

We consider valuation principles for each of three main types of crypto-assets identified in IFRS (§) Accounting for crypto-assets: security tokens, utility (or MAG) tokens and cryptocurrencies.

In our experience, a large majority of crypto-assets in the market tends to fall into the latter two categories. Their function as a medium of exchange introduces the potential of adopting a valuation approach on the basis of the quantity theory of money (QTM). The novelty of such an approach relative to the more traditionally accepted market, income and cost approaches leads us to consider the QTM, and relevant supporting assumptions, in greater detail. Moreover, we address the frequently raised question relating to the split between the value of a crypto-asset and that of its underlying platform.
Security tokens

From a valuation perspective, perhaps the most straightforward form of ICO is one where the tokens issued represent economic interests in the issuing business, akin to ordinary equity securities. In this scenario, the ICO white paper will set out the token holder’s right to receive distributions of profit from the activity carried out by the issuing organization. The ICO in this case is in substance an IPO of securities. This is highlighted by the July 2017 ruling by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in relation to The Distributed Autonomous Organization (“The DAO”), in which it was ruled that the tokens issued by The DAO as part of its ICO in 2016 technically constituted securities, and as such should have been subject to securities laws and regulations.\(^2\)\(^1\)

Notwithstanding this, there may be meaningful differences between this form of ICO and a traditional equity or debt raise, which create unique valuation considerations.

The nature of the decision-making and distribution rights associated with the ownership of different security tokens varies, but one fundamental characteristic is common to all: the right to receive future distributions. This enables the use of traditional valuation methods under the market approach and income approach.

Market approach

The valuation method adopted for a given token under the market approach depends on its liquidity and stage of development. Relevant scenarios range from that of a token at the point of launch, i.e., one with no liquidity and no directly observable price, to that of a token with continuously updated prices in a direct trading pair against a fiat currency.

Quoted prices

Secondary trade pricing of tokens is an important reference point in assessing market value. Typically, there is no principal market, as tokens tend to be traded on a number of exchanges, but there may still be an active market.

Consideration of liquidity and depth of trades is important, but is also a matter of judgment – both in terms of the threshold to be applied and the means of assessment, i.e., whether a particular token is readily exchangeable only into another crypto-asset (even a highly liquid cryptocurrency, such as bitcoin or ether), or directly into a fiat currency.

Provided that a token exhibits sufficient liquidity in a direct trading pair against a fiat currency, we would consider it reasonable to adopt a quoted price as the market value for that token. Such a treatment should also be consistent with the accounting fair value hierarchy. The recent volatility in token and cryptocurrency prices does, however, illustrate that market value may differ from “fundamental value.”

Where a token cannot reliably be exchanged directly for fiat currency (i.e., where such a realization requires one or more intermediate conversions, or “hops,” into more readily convertible crypto-assets), or where liquidity is low, we would consider the adoption of a discount for lack of liquidity.

Comparable tokens

Where no secondary trade pricing is available or liquidity is too low to place reliance on the price, the market approach can be extended to compare the subject token to a recently launched token or one with liquid pricing.

Adopting a valuation multiple is challenging, as financial metrics such as revenues or earnings are typically not sufficiently comparable between assets. Liquid security tokens are, in our observation, relatively scarce, while comparisons to quoted or recently sold companies give rise to conceptual issues resulting from the different maturity and risk of the sources of the...
income streams.

An alternative approach would be to consider the token market capitalizations achieved in recent, comparable ICOs as a proxy for the total value of the subject tokens issued, similar to the benchmarking approach taken in the valuation of early-stage companies raising VC funding rounds.

Comparability could be assessed on the basis of a scorecard approach, often undertaken by VCs investing into early-stage businesses, with potential scorecard items including the stage of the project’s technological and commercial development, the quality and experience of the team behind the project, the size of the addressable market and the uniqueness of the project. This approach would likely yield a relatively broad and indicative value range.

**Income approach**

An income approach, based on cash flows to the security token’s holder, is conceptually the best approach from the perspective of assessing fundamental value. It can prove particularly useful in informing investment decisions where market prices are heavily influenced by inefficiencies, sentiment and speculation. However, it may not be consistent with the bases of value required by financial reporting and tax valuation standards, which tend to emphasize more directly market-based measures.

**Forecasts**

Traditional start-ups tend to demonstrate excessive optimism in their forecasts and are associated with high failure rates. For example, research by the European Investment Fund indicates that approximately 57% of early-stage VC investments return a multiple of money (MoM) less than 0.25 times.1,2 Research by AutonomousNEXT puts the failure rates of Kickstarter projects, pre-Series A start-ups and dot.com companies 10 years post-IPO at 65%, 70% and 85%, respectively. According to the latter source, ICOs have thus far exhibited a failure rate of approximately 50%.3,4 An EY study, *Initial Coin Offerings (ICO)s: The Class of 2017 – one year later*, found 86% of ICOs to be trading below their listing price.

Notwithstanding this, a high degree of optimism persists among many committed supporters of crypto-assets. We would therefore encourage rigorous analysis of the size of the market targeted by each project and the share of that market that might be captured. A coherent view of the market’s development should be appropriately factored into scenario analysis and the probabilities applied therein.

**Discount rates**

Discount rates are critical assumptions under the income approach; however, their estimation for investments in early-stage ventures is highly subjective. It is challenging to adopt the traditionally accepted Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) in determining an appropriate discount rate. This is because market data such as betas are not observable, as comparable quoted companies do not exist, and large, judgmental, alpha risk premia assumptions are required.

One solution is to estimate a discount rate on the basis of VC investors’ hurdle rates from survey data or published returns. There is a relatively large volume of return data published by certain large US pension funds. Such data may not be representative of the total market. Also, alternative investment performance indices often rely on self-reported data and may thus contain inherent biases such as survivorship bias. The use of internal rates of return (IRR)s and MoMs, in conjunction with return distributions, to estimate hurdle rates is a subjective process even where good data is available.

We would additionally consider another adaptation of the scorecard method, with scorecard items similar to those we cited under the market approach. Typically, this technique is applied as a direct determinant of the value placed on a stake in a company at a very early stage of development, but we believe the logic applies equally well to the estimation of a discount rate within the broad range observed in the market. The range of discount rates implied from VC investors’ hurdle rates can be considered as a starting point. Then qualitative factors can be assessed, which may be considered to increase or decrease the risk profile of the project compared to that of a typical VC investment. Such factors may include funding risk (e.g., is the project fully funded over its expected life cycle, or will further financing rounds be required, and if so, what is the risk around
achieving the required funding?), intellectual property risk
(e.g., is there clear ownership and protection around any
intellectual capital developed?) and upfront participant
commitments (e.g., the upfront involvement of participants
may be considered to reduce the commercial risk of a project).
In assessing these qualitative factors, a narrower discount rate
range can be arrived at, which is more reflective of the specific
risk of the project in question.

Discount rates under a scenario-based approach
Another approach is to adopt a scenario-based structure to the
modeling of future cash flows. This allows the project’s
exposure to risks in the industry and broader environment to be
separated from the probability of extreme situations, such as a
failure or a unicorn birth (i.e., the achievement of a valuation in
excess of US$1.0b). The CAPM can then be used to derive a
relatively normal discount rate, reflective of the risk associated
with investing in a quoted company exposed to the same
geographies and end markets. In the case of the decentralized
computer platform, SONM, for example, this might mean
making a comparison to cloud computing providers. Scenario
probabilities can be estimated by reference to the return
distributions observed in VC, as discussed above.

Project-specific considerations
It is important to consider the specific nature of each project
when constructing a valuation under the Income Approach. To
illustrate this, we draw attention to the difference between,
e.g., The DAO and SONM. While the former approximated a
normal corporation governed through the blockchain, the latter
requires a somewhat separate analysis of the developer entity’s
ability to sustain its activities over the long term. This would
affect our modeling of failure risk in each case.

Conclusion
Ultimately, the appropriate approach will depend on the
specific facts and circumstances of each case, the time
available for the analysis, the purpose, and the required
level of reliance to be placed on the valuation. We believe
that a rigorous analysis helps provide insight into value
creation itself, and that quantitative analysis based on
realistic assumptions can give investors a useful
sense-check against more directly market-based inputs in
their decision making. At the same time, we would caution
against the false sense of precision that can emerge from
valuation calculations. Token valuation will inevitably
require careful sensitivity analysis and a sense of realism
about one’s confidence in the concluded value range. It is
important to remember that the high inherent riskiness or
volatility of these assets increases the likelihood that value
decrease, as well as increase, over time (sometimes
dramatically).
**Utility tokens**

Many ICOs break the mold of financial markets entirely by offering what has come to be known as a “utility token.” This ICO model involves the development of a distributed organization designed to share some resource in a peer-to-peer fashion. The developer designs a miniature economy of sorts, in which the token to be issued is to constitute the only possible medium of exchange, and sells the tokens upfront to fund the venture. In doing so, the developer acts much like, if anything, a miniature autocratic government setting up a currency for a newly created country. The maintenance of such a system hinges on the attraction and retention of user demand, which in turn depends on the fundamental viability of the value proposition and the ongoing maintenance of user satisfaction. The investment case for utility token ICOs thus builds upon an assessment of anticipated performance against these criteria, with the token price falling at the intersection of a variable demand for and finite supply of tokens (not the underlying resource transacted within the network).

The lack of a right to any future income stream as a result of utility token ownership presents unique challenges from a valuation perspective. Discounted cash flow modeling and traditional applications of the market approach may not be applicable. It does not, however, altogether preclude quantitative analysis.

**Tokens vs. platforms**

The utility token concept, in particular, highlights the question of how to consider value split between the crypto-asset itself and its underlying platform. While this question is also relevant to security tokens, where we consider the token to reflect a share of ownership in an enterprise and the platform to reflect an intangible asset of the enterprise, it is more complex for utility tokens.

The value of a utility token depends primarily on the demand for goods or services transacted on the platform and the quantity of tokens in circulation. Tokens are divisible and the prices of goods or services in terms of tokens can be adjusted, i.e., the price of a token in fiat currency terms can move independently of the price of a particular good or service transacted on the platform. The value of tokens is typically enjoyed by the users and not necessarily the operator of the platform.

The value of the platform to its operator is a function of how the operator extracts benefits (income less costs) from the platform on an ongoing basis and the sustainability of such benefits over time. We consider this value extraction, whether by the original platform developer or by any party to which it were to sell the right to operate the platform, as ultimately limited by the opportunity cost of available alternative means of delivering the service provided by the token platform.

**Market approach**

As in the case of a security token, the valuation method adopted for a given utility token under the market approach depends on its liquidity and stage of development. The range of scenarios and liquidity considerations for utility tokens mirror those already discussed in relation to security tokens.

**Cost approach**

Where no secondary trade pricing is available or liquidity is too low to place reliance on the price, opportunity costs can still provide an observable proxy for value.

The function of a utility token as a medium of exchange opens
up the first such proxy: the opportunity cost of utility. Participants in the utility token network will quote prices for goods or services they offer for sale, denominated in terms of the utility token. Therefore, one can observe these quoted prices and compare them to the fiat currency prices paid for alternative means of acquiring the same quantity of goods or services. From these two inputs, one can estimate a unit value for the token on the basis of the reasoning that rational users would not use the utility token network if the same goods or services were available elsewhere at a lower cost. For example, consider a utility token system designed for hard drive storage sharing, such as Storj.\textsuperscript{2,3} Users offering hard drive space on the platform will accept payment in STORJ tokens, and a STORJ-denominated price per gigabyte-month (GB-Mo), will thus be observable. Concurrently, the large technology companies that provide cloud storage services to the general public will quote fiat currency-denominated prices per GB-Mo of storage space. Because the measure of utility, GB-Mo, constitutes a common denominator, dividing the latter price by the former yields the fiat currency price of a STORJ token.

For crypto-assets that can be mined, the cost of their generation through mining could also be considered a proxy for the lower bound of a range of value on the basis of the reasoning that rational miners would not mine at a loss. In our experience, however, utility tokens typically cannot be mined, making this consideration more relevant to the valuation of cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin.

**Quantity Theory of Money (QTM)**

Utility tokens’ function as the medium of exchange, or to put it another way, the only “legal tender” within their respective networks, creates meaningful parallels with fiat currencies. The miniature economy metaphor is instructive in that it enables one to view the utility token price level through the prism of the QTM.

**Origins of the QTM**

The QTM traces its origins back to the 16th-century writings of Nicolaus Copernicus and Jean Bodin. It was more formally developed by David Hume and Richard Cantillon in the 18th century, before being restated in its recognizable, mathematical form by Alfred Marshall and Irving Fisher around the turn of the 20th century. Arguably, the central tenets of the theory have remained intact through all of its transformations, challenges and policy debates through to the present day.

\[ M \times V = P^* \times Y^* \]

The formula states that the money supply (M) times money velocity (\(V\)) equals price level (\(P\)) times the volume of goods and services transacted in the economy (\(Y\)).\textsuperscript{4} In practice, real gross domestic product (GDP) is substituted into the equation as a measure of volume.\textsuperscript{5} Note: the price level (\(P\)) should not be equated with the price of a token, which we subsequently define as \(p\).

In Appendix 1, we provide a detailed analysis juxtaposing the utility token phenomenon with each of the five pillars of the QTM. In performing this analysis, we have found no irremediable flaws in the QTM’s application to utility tokens. In fact, we have discovered that the specific nature of this phenomenon allows us to avoid certain contentious economic debates. We therefore proceed to adopt the QTM as a quantitative framework for utility token valuation.

**Practical application of the QTM to utility tokens: terms**

In applying the QTM to utility tokens, we shall define and discuss each of the quantities within the QTM’s “equation of exchange” as it relates to a utility token system.

**Money supply**

The money supply within a utility token system can be thought of as a combination of two quantities. The first is a long-run fixed \(M^*\), i.e., the total number of tokens determined by the developer upon issuance. The second is a float factor, \(f\), equal to one minus the percentage of tokens retained in reserve by the issuer. The issuer’s short-run reaction function, and thus the behavior of \(f\), requires further study, but this quantity should converge to 100% over the long run.

---

\textsuperscript{4}Richard Cantillon made a fortune speculating on the South Sea and Mississippi Bubbles, an interesting parallel to the cryptocurrency bubble witnessed in 2017.\textsuperscript{14}
A simplifying assumption of treating $M$ as constant could be made for valuation purposes.

**Money velocity**

The public nature of the distributed ledgers underpinning utility token systems makes money velocity an observable quantity: i.e., the inverse of the average period for which a token is held by one address. While any given token will have to be valued before its issuance, i.e., before its own velocity becomes observable, we would consider it reasonable to estimate velocity by reference to comparable tokens.

Comparability for this purpose could be established through analysis of the nature of the service accessible through the utility token system. The size and frequency of purchases to be made in the network constitute some of the more obvious points of comparison. One might also consider the extent to which the system caters to previously unmet needs as a proxy for its ability to attract user demand, as strong demand would likely lead to increased token liquidity and therefore easier convertibility into fiat currency.

One might be tempted to argue that transactions in utility tokens can and do occur outside of the ledger, e.g., when two customers of a centralized crypto-exchange transact. Such transactions are not observable and would therefore not be captured in the observed velocity. However, we would argue that the inclusion of such transactions in the velocity measure would not ultimately measure the fundamental role of the token as a transaction medium within its system, i.e., we would consider it appropriate to derive velocity solely from on-chain transactions.

Given our adoption, for valuation purposes, of a focus on long-run equilibrium, it should also be of limited consequence that velocity can fluctuate in the short run.

**Volume of goods and services transacted**

We consider the estimation of the volume of goods and services transacted, i.e., the “GDP term” of the QTM, to constitute the key area of estimation. In a utility token system, this term will equate to the overall value of the services rendered through the system during a specified period. To illustrate, we would cite the example of a utility token system designed for hard drive storage sharing. Such a system would effectively meet part of the global demand for remote file storage, and the value of the services rendered through it would thus be determined by the size of the overall market for remote file storage and the share of that demand met by the system.

That is, we consider it useful to decompose the GDP term, $Y$, into two further terms: market size, “$D$,” and market share “$s$.”

Our valuation approach for a utility token would focus on deriving reasonable estimates of these quantities. Of course, such estimation involves considerable judgment and complexity.

Market size, for example, is likely to be further influenced by macroeconomic growth and the sensitivity of demand for the service to that growth. It is conceivable that some services will be normal and others inferior. Moreover, it would appear desirable to adopt a probabilistic approach to estimating $D$, i.e., to estimate either a distribution or a number of discrete scenarios.

Market share estimation, meanwhile, would almost certainly have to be probabilistic to be meaningful. Indeed, this could be the key avenue for modeling the relatively high risk of failure inherent in early-stage ventures, including utility token ICOs. This dynamic most likely introduces the additional complexity of modeling a non-normal distribution.

Ultimately, we would be highly skeptical of any point estimate arising from the above process as embodying a false sense of precision. However, we believe the valuation process should drive understanding of the fundamental value of the proposition and indicate the degree of confidence with which an investor might transact in a utility token at various price levels.

**Price level**

Given their nature, utility token systems benefit from the external reference point of fiat currency prices. The volume of goods and services transacted can thus be input as a fiat-denominated quantity, leaving the remaining, unknown
variable P also denominated in fiat currency terms. For clarification, we note that an increase in the price level corresponds to inflation, which reduces the value of a currency. In the context of utility tokens, we therefore bring together our application of the QTM in a formulaic form that expresses the value of a token, p, in terms of the remaining quantities.

\[
p = \frac{1}{P} = \frac{D \times s}{M^* \times f \times V}
\]

- \(p\) = token value
- \(P\) = price level
- \(D\) = market size
- \(s\) = market share
- \(V\) = token velocity
- \(M^*\) = total token supply
- \(f\) = float factor

**Practical application of the QTM to utility tokens: time**

In our application of the QTM, we have thus far ignored the question of time, which is important from a valuation perspective. By focusing on long-run equilibrium, we have effectively visualized a future state of the utility token system, once operational and successful. Such development is likely to take a number of years.

The first option for reflecting the time value of money would be to discount the output of the QTM formula, calculated at a particular time horizon, to its present value, using an appropriate discount rate. Derivation of such a discount rate would itself involve considerable judgment. Two choices present themselves, and one would have to carefully consider the consistency of either with one’s approach to modeling the probability of failure. If this were to be reflected in the probability distribution of the market share term of the QTM, the discount rate should only reflect a normal level of risk associated with the type of service rendered through the given utility token system, and no additional risk relating to the early-stage nature of the venture. Such a discount rate could most likely be determined using the CAPM. Alternatively, if the probability distribution did not incorporate the risk of failure, the discount rate applied would have to be much higher - i.e., most likely derived from the hurdle rates adopted by VCs to ensure appropriate returns on their funds.

The second option would involve the use of Monte Carlo simulation. This approach, based on arbitrage pricing theory as opposed to the income approach, would require the identification of all relationships among variables in the model and the specification of probability distributions for all input variables. It would also entail discounting at the risk-free rate. Ultimately, the two options should yield a similar result.

**Conclusion**

The nature of utility tokens may not enable discounted cash flow modeling or traditional applications of the market approach, but opportunity costs and the QTM can provide proxies for the fundamental value of a token. We have shown that the operation of miniature economies supported by utility tokens is consistent with the central tenets of the QTM, which enables the assessment of a token price based on the token economy’s fiat currency-denominated GDP. Challenges remain in relation to the estimation of key inputs under this approach, such as demand and an appropriate reflection of the time value of money. This estimation will inevitably require careful sensitivity analysis and a sense of realism about one’s confidence in the concluded value range.

Given the market practice of focusing on qualitative considerations, and even certain commentators’ belief that no framework for the valuation of utility tokens exists, we consider it particularly important to draw attention to the available options. We believe all of these can help provide insight into value creation and give investors a useful sense-check against more directly market-based inputs in their decision making.
Cryptocurrencies: a cautionary note on Bitcoin

At first glance, the intended role of cryptocurrencies as general-purpose (as opposed to limited-purpose) media of exchange would appear to make them more suitable to analysis through the prism of the QTM. Moreover, the predetermined trajectory of M provides a level of certainty to market participants and thus largely removes the need to debate the various short-run dynamics discussed above.

Cryptocurrencies and Y

However, precisely because cryptocurrencies are not confined to a limited-purpose network providing a specific service for which demand can reasonably be modeled, the GDP term, Y, is almost impossible to estimate. For a cryptocurrency, D can perhaps best be thought of as equal to the aggregate demand in the global economy, with s being the “market share” of the cryptocurrency among various media of exchange, including fiat currencies. The price of a token, p, thus effectively becomes a function of market participants’ expectations of the share of global GDP that will be transacted through the given cryptocurrency. Arguably, such expectations are highly subjective and very difficult to assess with any degree of accuracy. In light of this realization, the QTM’s value as an analytical tool diminishes greatly.

Bitcoins as “digital gold”

There is an emerging consensus among market participants that, due to technological limitations, bitcoins (specifically) will not become a large-scale replacement for fiat currency in payments. Proponents of this view typically go on to argue that bitcoins will instead serve only as a store of value – the sort of safe-haven asset for the third millennium that gold has been for millennia past.

Unfortunately, that conceptualization would appear to violate the most fundamental assumption of the QTM, i.e., the assumption that the asset in question will be used as a medium of exchange. That is, if one did not expect bitcoins to be used to fulfill a transaction motive, the application of the QTM for valuation purposes would become invalid. Ultimately, that would leave us with no fundamental derivation for the price of a bitcoin, making bitcoin similar to collectibles such as fine wine or art, demanding a “trophy asset” premium that is not readily quantifiable.

Some quantitative analysis might still be possible based on the analogy to non-interest-bearing safe-haven assets that do not constitute media of exchange. However, even that may be impeded by the combination of:

- The sentiment-driven nature of safe-haven demand
- The novelty of cryptocurrencies

This leaves open the question of their capability of acting as the safe-haven assets their proponents view them as.

Having mentioned sentiment, we should also touch on technical analysis, i.e., the algorithmic analysis of historical price, trading volume and other statistical market data in order to identify trading opportunities, notably used by quantitative hedge funds. This type of analysis would certainly appear to be possible in respect of crypto-assets and, given the sentiment-driven nature of the market and high retail investor participation, perhaps even relatively profitable. We understand that quantitative hedge funds, similar to those operating in the traditional financial markets, do, in fact, operate in crypto-asset capital markets. It should be noted, however, that technical analysts and quantitative funds are likely to have relatively short investment horizons, as their methods are unlikely to be useful for a fundamentals-driven long-term investor.
Valuation discounts

Liquidity

Market participants should give consideration to the appropriateness of applying liquidity discounts to observable value benchmarks in concluding on a crypto-asset’s value. In the context of our discussion of varying levels of liquidity in relation to the market approach, such discounts may be appropriate in certain circumstances.

For a crypto-asset traded in a liquid market in a direct pair against a fiat currency, a discount is unlikely to be warranted from the perspective of either commercial valuation considerations or financial reporting standards. However, where the subject crypto-asset cannot reliably be exchanged directly for fiat currency, or where the valuation of an illiquid subject crypto-asset is derived from the observable price of a liquid crypto-asset that is deemed comparable, we would consider the adoption of a discount for lack of liquidity to be applicable. The quantum of this discount could be determined similarly to when considering the liquidity discounts for traditional financial instruments such as private equity stakes.

Liquidity should also be taken into account in valuations performed under the income approach. In this case, we draw particular attention to the need for consistency of the assumptions adopted. Where a discount rate is determined by reference to VC investors’ hurdle rates, one should note that such rates already reflect the required returns of fund investors, given the illiquid nature of the underlying VC investments. Therefore, no further discount for lack of liquidity should be applied. This contrasts with the alternative approach of deriving a discount rate on the basis of the market pricing of liquid financial instruments and modeling failure risk separately (as discussed earlier).

Blockage

Blockage discounts can be characterized as a specific type of liquidity discount relevant to large holders of a particular asset. Their adoption is typically prohibited by financial reporting standards, but may represent an important commercial consideration.

For example, where a utility token issuer retains a token reserve that is large relative to the trading volume in the market, it may be unrealistic to make business decisions on the assumption that a large volume of tokens could be sold without depressing the market price. A similar concern might arise on the part of a large holder of cryptocurrency, such as one of the approximately 1,600 “bitcoin whales” that collectively held about US$37.5b worth of bitcoins as of June 2018 when looking to quickly liquidate a significant holding.

In any event, estimating an appropriate blockage discount will require careful analysis of the historical supply and demand dynamics of the given market or, where the market remains nascent, of another market deemed comparable. There are formulas that may be adapted.
The valuation of a crypto-asset fundamentally depends on its nature, the key distinction being whether the subject asset grants its holder the right to a stream of future cash flows or not. We have demonstrated this on each of three token types: security tokens, utility tokens and cryptocurrencies.

### Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valuation approach</th>
<th>Security tokens</th>
<th>Utility tokens and cryptocurrencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Market approach</td>
<td>▪ Quoted prices ▪ Comparable tokens</td>
<td>▪ Quoted prices ▪ Comparable tokens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income approach</td>
<td>▪ Possible ▪ Key considerations: ▪ Forecasts ▪ Discount rates</td>
<td>▪ Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost approach</td>
<td>▪ Not applicable</td>
<td>▪ Opportunity cost of utility ▪ Cost of generation (e.g., mining)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTM</td>
<td>▪ Not applicable</td>
<td>▪ Possible ▪ Practical aspects: ▪ Estimation of equation terms ▪ Time value of money</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For a security token, we consider the pure income approach to be conceptually the best approach from a fundamental perspective, particularly in an inefficient market driven by speculation. A market approach may also be considered, depending on the token’s liquidity and stage of development.

For a token that acts only as a medium of exchange, the market approach may also be possible, subject to similar considerations. However, additional methods are available.

- For a utility token, we consider the opportunity cost of utility, i.e., effectively the token’s purchasing power in terms of goods or services, as one potential proxy for value.

- For a crypto-asset that can be mined, i.e., typically a cryptocurrency, such as bitcoin, as opposed to a utility token, the cost of generating the token through mining could also be considered a proxy for the lower bound of a range of value, on the basis of the reasoning that rational miners would not mine at a loss.

- Another approach to valuation would be to adopt the QTM as an appropriate framework of analysis.

  - On the basis of our research, the operation of the miniature economies supported by crypto-assets is consistent with the central tenets of the QTM. We caution, however, that this would not be the case for a crypto-asset for which its users did not expect it to act as a medium of exchange.

  - The QTM’s application involves significant judgment in relation to the estimation of appropriate inputs. Perhaps most notable among these inputs is the forecast demand for the goods and services transacted on a given platform. Its estimation becomes increasingly difficult as the breadth of these goods and services increases, the broadest use case being that of a general purpose replacement for fiat currency.

  - In addition, the QTM yields a value for the crypto-asset as at a future date. The estimation of a present value thus requires the estimation of an appropriate discount rate.

Ultimately, the appropriate approach will depend on the specific facts and circumstances of each case, the time available for the analysis, the purpose and the required level of reliance to be placed on the valuation. We believe that a rigorous analysis helps provide insight into value creation itself, and that quantitative analysis based on realistic assumptions can give investors a useful sense-check against more directly market-based inputs in their decision making. Token valuation will inevitably require careful sensitivity analysis and a sense of realism about one’s confidence in the concluded value range. However, we believe that should not be seen as encouragement to forgo a quantitative analysis altogether in favor of a purely qualitative one.
Appendix 1 - QTM applicability to utility tokens

Thomas M. Humphrey, a long-serving economist at the US Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond and leading voice on the history of monetary economics, identifies five key pillars of the QTM, which we will use to assess its applicability to utility tokens:

- The proportionality of M and P
- The active or causal role of M in the monetary transfer mechanism
- The neutrality of money
- The monetary theory of the price level
- The exogeneity of the nominal stock of money

Proportionality of M and P

The classical version of the QTM posited strict proportionality between M and P, on the basis of the assumption of the constancy of the public’s demand for real cash balances held for transaction purposes. Neo-classical economists’ restatements of the theory were more or less aligned, referring to non-interest-bearing transaction balances for day-to-day use and adding the notion of a buffer for contingencies. Even under the strict proportionality assumption, attention was paid to the determinants of velocity. Such factors were thought to change only gradually.

Notable variables from a crypto-asset perspective include the frequency and size of payments, the stage of development of the banking system (or distributed ledger technology and crypto-asset capital markets), and even hoarding (or, as the case may be, HODL-ing).

Petty and Cantillon’s functions arguably foreshadowed Milton Friedman’s restatement of the velocity of money not as a constant, but rather as a variable determined by a small number of independent factors. While that conceptualization removes the strict proportionality of M and P, it is not a major point of difference given monetarists’ contention that velocity is a relatively stable magnitude.

The parallel to utility tokens appears clear. Given that utility tokens do not bear interest, the long-run primary holding motive must be a transaction motive. The relative ease or difficulty of access to tokens (e.g., the number of hops required to enable conversion into fiat currency), which is determined by the development of crypto-asset capital markets and related systems, determines the size of the safety buffer a would-be user of a particular network must hold. In light of the limited-purpose nature of utility tokens, there is no difficulty stemming from broader definitions of “money” for QTM purposes.

The role of M: active or causal

Under the classical QTM, changes in M are said to cause (relatively) proportional changes in P, and not vice-versa. One key insight from this formulation is that the QTM should be thought of in terms of flow as opposed to stock. In the words of Irving Fischer, “the history of the price level is a history of the race between increases in the money stock and increases in the volume of trade.”

In connection with the causal role of M, economists identified two transmission mechanisms: the direct expenditure and indirect interest rate mechanisms. Even in the absence of a developed crypto-asset capital market with, e.g., utility token lending and derivatives markets, the direct expenditure transmission mechanism can be relied upon. This mechanism is also consistent with Friedman’s concept of the wealth effect.

Ultimately, the active role of M points to a key assumption to be adopted in our analysis of utility tokens, i.e., the focus on long-run equilibrium. In its neo-classical formulation, the QTM allows for central bank control of the money supply. In the world of utility tokens, that parallel is only relevant in the short run. While the supply of utility tokens in a given network will be

---

HODL has become the mantra of those market participants who hold a crypto-asset based on their belief in its long-term price appreciation, regardless of short-term losses. It originated as a misspelling of the word “hold” in a forum post, but has been reverse engineered into an acronym for “holding on for dear life.”
fixed from the outset, it is common practice for the issuer to retain a large reserve, which it can sell down over time. This effectively enables the issuer to manage $M$ and opens up the possibility of the issuer reacting to external variables in doing so. This could be seen as highlighting the need to further consider historical disagreements (e.g., between classical and Marxist economists\textsuperscript{1,10}) over the direction of causality between $M$ and $P$. Moreover, it would potentially complicate modeling if one were to attempt to take the short run into account.

However, in light of the long-term nature of early-stage VC investments, of which utility tokens are an extreme example, we consider it appropriate to focus on long-run equilibrium, disregarding short-run dynamics as a simplifying assumption.

**Neutrality of money**

In relation to money neutrality, i.e., the notion that manipulating $M$ does not affect economic activity, the QTM has long distinguished between the short run and the long run. In the former, neutrality has been both argued and later demonstrated not to hold. In the latter, consensus on neutrality is widespread, uniting classical, Keynesian, monetarist and Marxist economists.\textsuperscript{3,10} Long-run neutrality is also supported by quantitative analyses,\textsuperscript{3,12} which in the world of fiat currency must contend with broader definitions of the money supply.

The implications of the short-run non-neutrality of money are the subject of some debate. Perhaps most notably, Keynesian criticisms of the QTM focus on economic policy matters such as sticky prices and the liquidity trap, i.e., they are criticisms of the notion that manipulating $M$ can result in changes in economic activity.\textsuperscript{3,10} Such debates are interesting in the context of managing a utility token reserve from the point of view of an issuer, e.g., making the decision to airdrop tokens in order to stimulate trial of the service in the hope of converting it into long-term demand. Indeed, central bankers, such as Bank of England Chief Economist Andrew Haldane, have suggested (on the example of online games\textsuperscript{1,13}) that virtual currencies could serve as a tool of monetary policy study and experimentation. One question would then relate to the potential differences between the length and variability of “monetary policy” lags in a utility token system and those in the overall economy.

In any event, the $M$ in a utility token system is fixed in the long run, at which point these challenges lose relevance. As noted above, utility tokens are long-term investments and we thus consider it appropriate to adopt strict neutrality as a simplifying assumption for valuation purposes, even though short-run dynamics may matter for investors with short time horizons.

**Monetary theory of the price level**

The monetary theory of the price level states that changes in $P$ stem primarily from changes in $M$, and not from non-monetary factors. While proponents of the QTM readily admit that, e.g., technological change can influence prices, they argue that such factors primarily affect relative, not absolute prices.\textsuperscript{3,10}

Prima facie, this pillar appears to pose some challenges to the QTM’s application to utility tokens. Non-monetary factors could be said to affect the price level in a utility network, given that each such network serves only a limited purpose and the token price level thus bears more resemblance to a relative price than to the general price level of the overall economy. In the long run, when $M$ is fixed, it can moreover be observed that the key determinant of the price level is, in fact, the exogenous variable $Y$.

In our practical application, however, we believe we appropriately incorporate the non-monetary factor through the separate evaluation of demand for the service provided by the network – i.e., through a direct estimate of $Y$. Once that factor is accounted for, we see no further theoretical shortcoming stemming from the monetary theory of the price level. Indeed, our method of analysis might even be seen as consistent with the Keynesian argument that the determinants of expenditure matter more than the quantity of money.\textsuperscript{3,10}

**Exogeneity of the nominal stock of money**

Under the QTM, the nominal stock of money is determined by either natural factors, in the case of commodity money, such as gold, or by the decisions of a central bank, in the case of fiat money.\textsuperscript{3,10} In the latter case, this exogenous determination of $M$ is complicated by the potentially unstable linkages between...
narrowly and broadly defined money, which the QTM assumes to be stable.
In a utility token system, the long-run M is fixed upon issuance, and hence arguments over the breadth of the definition of the money supply would appear to lose significance. This could potentially change with the development of crypto-asset capital markets, although such a development would appear much more likely for cryptocurrencies (i.e., general-purpose media of exchange) than for utility tokens.

One might then be tempted by the conceptualizations of different utility tokens as “money substitutes,” i.e., as substitutes for one another, in the context of the QTM. However, that would not be strictly true in the sense that within each miniature economy, only one utility token, i.e., one acceptable form of “money,” exists. Two utility token systems may offer a similar service and therefore compete for users, but that potentiality is one covered by the direct estimation of the Y term for the specific network being analyzed.

**Conclusion**

Having juxtaposed the utility token phenomenon with each of the five pillars of the QTM, we have found no irremediable flaws in the QTM’s application to utility tokens. In fact, we have discovered that the specific nature of this phenomenon allows us to avoid certain contentious economic debates. We therefore proceed to adopt the QTM as a quantitative framework for utility token valuation.

**Appendix 2 – supporting detail**

**The DAO**

The DAO was one example of the more general concept of a distributed autonomous organization, in this case designed as a decentralized VC fund of sorts. Its 2016 ICO became, at that time, the largest crowdfunding in history, attracting over US$150m from over 11,000 investors. DAO tokens entitled their holders to a vote on the projects to be financed by The DAO’s funds and to distributions of returns derived from those projects.

The DAO collapsed soon after its launch, due not to its business model, but rather to a vulnerability in its smart contract code. This case has been useful in furthering the broader public debate on ICOs, as it prompted an investigation by the SEC into whether ICO tokens (such as those held by investors in The DAO) constitute securities. The SEC released its report of investigation in July 2017, stating that DAO tokens were securities and should thus have been subject to securities laws and regulations.

For further information on The DAO, please refer to:


A2.2 SONM

SONM is a decentralized fog computing platform designed to enable individuals to provide spare processing power to those who need it, which facilitates computing, network and storage services between end devices and the cloud.

The low opportunity cost enables low prices, and the processing power can be substantial – comparable with the world’s fastest supercomputers. This translates into a low-cost resource for small businesses, especially those developing artificial intelligence (AI) and data analytics capabilities, as well as for scientists developing cures for diseases such as cancer and Alzheimer’s. This was demonstrated by an older, non-blockchain project called Folding@home, which was designed as a volunteer initiative allowing distributed atomic-level simulations of protein folding, achieving speeds of up to 135 (quadrillion floating point operations per second (PFOOPS) and directly contributing to 139 scientific research papers.

In contrast, SONM’s SNM token allows computing power providers to receive a share of the network’s income on the basis of their efforts – akin to an ordinary share. Unlike many early-stage companies, SONM and, in our observations, other security token projects typically do not use a tiered capital structure that would differentiate between debt and equity, instead giving the holder a direct share of revenue as long as the network remains operational. The expenses of running the SONM network are covered by the income from a share of tokens retained in a reserve fund. This fund can be likened to retained earnings. One could take a view that the token carries a right to some proportion of the income attributable to an overall, purely equity-financed firm.

For further information on SONM, please refer to sonm.io and the following:


A2.3 Storj

Storj is a decentralized cloud storage network designed to enable individuals to provide spare hard drive space to those who need it. The platform is under development by Storj Labs, but the exchange of hard drive space is to occur among users in a peer-to-peer fashion. The STORJ token, issued in a September 2017 ICO, is to constitute the medium of exchange on the platform, i.e., the means of payment for the hard drive storage space.

For further information on Storj, please refer to storj.io and the following:
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